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SUMMARY

Clustered protocadherin (Pcdh), a cell adhesion protein, is involved in the self-
recognition and non-self-discrimination of neurons by conferring diversity on
the cell surface. Although the roles of Pcdh in neurons have been elucidated, it
has been challenging to visualize its adhesion activity in neurons, which is a molec-
ular function of Pcdh. Here, we present fluorescent indicators, named IPADs,
which visualize the interaction of protocadherin-a4 isoform (a4). IPADs success-
fully visualize not only homophilic a4 trans-interactions, but also combinatorial
homophilic interactions between cells. The reversible nature of IPADs overcomes
a drawback of the split-GFP technique and allows for monitoring the dissociation
of a4 trans-interactions. Specially designed IPADs for self-recognition are able to
monitor the formation and disruption of a4 trans-interactions between processes
originating from the same neurons. We expect that IPADs will be useful tools for
obtaining spatiotemporal information on Pcdh interactions in neuronal self-
recognition and non-self-discrimination processes.

INTRODUCTION

In the brain, billions of neurons form trillions of neuronal connections.1 To achieve proper formation of such

a large number of neuronal connections, neurons are required to recognize ‘‘self’’ and discriminate ‘‘non-

self.’’ Self-avoidance is a process by which neurites originating from the same neurons avoid each other,

preventing their own neurites from entangling with each other or creating neuronal connections on their

own.2 In vertebrates, this process is mediated in part by clustered protocadherin (Pcdh), a cell adhesion

molecule. Its 58 isoforms are encoded by the Pcdha, Pcdhb, and Pcdhg gene clusters (14a, 22b, and

22g), which are tandemly arranged on the same chromosome.3,4 Single-cell RT-PCR and single-cell RNA

sequencing analysis have revealed that individual neurons stochastically express a different subset of

Pcdh isoforms.5–10 Pcdhs have the property of interacting only with the same isoforms, known as homo-

philic interactions.11,12 In addition, Pcdhs do not interact between cells expressing even one mismatched

isoform, even if they express the common isoforms, which is known as combinatorial homophilic interac-

tions.12 Therefore, it has been proposed that Pcdh confers identity to individual cells by providing diversity

on the cell surface.13,14

Loss-of-function analyses of Pcdh genes have shown that Pcdh plays an essential role in the dendritic self-

avoidance of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum and starburst amacrine cells in the retina.15–17 In addition,

Pcdh has been shown to be involved in a wide range of neuronal functions, including axonal coalescence

of olfactory sensory neurons,8,18 axonal projection of serotonergic neurons,19–21 dendrite arborization,22–25

synaptogenesis,26,27 neonatal neuronal migration,28 and neuronal survival.29–34 While these biological

roles of Pcdh have been elucidated, it is challenging to detect the cell adhesion activity in living neurons,

which is a molecular function of Pcdh.

To date, the main visualization tools for detecting cell-cell contacts are fluorescent indicators using the

split-GFP technique.35,36 The split-GFP technique was originally used to detect protein-protein interac-

tions in cells. In this technique, proteins of interest are fused to two non-fluorescent split GFP fragments.

These GFP fragments associate upon protein-protein interactions and are reconstituted into a GFP mole-

cule, resulting in fluorescence emission. Indicators based the on split-GFP technique have allowed the

detection of cell-cell contacts, including neuronal connections with a single color.37–42 However, the
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split-GFP technique is irreversible and therefore does not allow the dissociation of cell-cell contacts to be

monitored.

Recently, we developed INCIDER, which visualizes the association and dissociation of N-cadherin interac-

tions between cells with a single color by using the dimerization-dependent green fluorescent protein

(ddGFP).43 ddGFP consists of two components, ddGFP-A and ddFP-B, which has and lacks a chromophore,

respectively. ddGFP-A is quenched in the monomeric state, although it gives green fluorescence upon het-

erodimerization with ddFP-B.44,45 The ddGFP technique has made it possible tomonitor the dissociation of

cell-cell contacts which is not possible with the split-GFP technique.

In this study, we used the ddGFP technique to develop IPADs (Indicators for Protocadherin Alpha 4 inter-

actions upon Dimerization), indicators for visualizing trans-interactions of protocadherin-a4 (a4), a Pcdh

isoform that we first identified as cadherin-related neural receptor 1 (CNR1).3 IPADs successfully visualized

not only homophilic a4 trans-interactions, but also combinatorial homophilic interactions. IPADs were also

able to monitor the dissociation of a4 trans-interactions between cells, in contrast to the indicator based on

the split-GFP technique. Using IPADs in neurons, we successfully visualized a4 trans-interactions between

neurons. Furthermore, the formation and disruption of a4 trans-interactions between processes originating

from single neurons were visualized using specially designed IPADs.
RESULTS

Insertion of fluorescent proteins into a4 for the development of ddGFP-based a4 indicators

First, many Pcdh constructs are introduced in this study. Their schematics are summarized in Figure S9 for

ease of understanding.

To develop ddGFP-based a4 indicators for monitoring a4 trans-interactions between cells, we first had to

determine the insertion sites of ddGFP into a4. Pcdha isoforms, including a4, require cis-dimer formation

with Pcdhb or Pcdhg isoforms as carrier proteins to localize to the plasma membrane.12,46,47 This property

makes it difficult to examine the insertion sites. A previous study showed that chimeric a4 whose EC6

domain swapped by that of a Pcdhg isoform is able to reach the plasmamembrane without carrier proteins,

which inspired us to use chimeric a4 whose C-terminal region after the EC6 domain is swapped by that of

PcdhgB2 (gB2). It has been reported that deletion of an intracellular domain (ICD) of Pcdhg efficiently

localizes Pcdhg to the plasma membrane.12,48 Although the role of an ICD of Pcdha in its localization

has not been characterized, we deleted an ICD of chimeric a4. We firstly examined the localization of

C-terminally Venus-fused gB2DICD, a4DICD, and chimeric a4DICD (gB2DICD-V, a4DICD-V, and

a4gB2EC6DICD-V, respectively) (Figure S1A). While a4gB2EC6DICD-V efficiently localized to the plasma

membrane like gB2DICD-V, a4DICD-V failed to localize to the plasma membrane (Figure S1B).

We have previously developed FRET-based gB2 indicators that mTurquoise2 and Venus are inserted into

the EC1 and EC5 domains as FRET donor and acceptor fluorescent proteins, respectively.49 To determine

the insertion sites of fluorescent proteins into a4gB2EC6DICD, we referred to those sites of FRET-based

gB2 indicators and prepared a4gB2EC6DICD constructs in which Venus is inserted into corresponding sites

of FRET-based gB2 indicators (a4gB2EC6DICD-EC1-V and a4gB2EC6DICD-EC5-V) (Figure S1C). However,

they hardly localized at the plasma membrane (Figure S1D). Next, we tried to insert Venus based on a crys-

tal structure of a trans-dimer consisting of EC1-EC4 domains of a4 (PDB: 5DZW).50 We expected that the

N-terminus in EC1 of one a4 molecule and the loop between the bC and bD strands in EC4 of another a4

molecule would be close to each other, forming a trans-dimer. Based on this expectation, we inserted

Venus individually into these regions of chimeric a4DICD (V-a4gB2EC6DICD and a4gB2EC6DICD-EC4-V)

(Figure S1C). Both constructs were clearly localized to the plasma membrane (Figure S1D). We selected

these sites as candidate ddGFP insertion sites. Next, we applied these chimeric a4 insertion sites to the

original a4 (Figure 1A). We prepared Venus-inserted a4DICDs (V-a4DICD and a4DICD-EC4-V) and

compared their localization with a4DICD-V as a positive control (Figure 1B). Similar to a4DICD-V, both

Venus-inserted a4DICDs reached the plasma membrane in the presence of a carrier protein (C-terminally

mCherry-fused gB2, gB2DICD-mCh), whereas they mainly localized to intracellular spaces in the absence of

a carrier protein (Figure 1C). To examine the effect of Venus-insertion on the adhesive function of a4, we

performed a cell aggregation assay using K562 cells. K562 cells lack endogenous cell adhesion proteins

and have been used to analyze the adhesive functions of exogenous cell adhesion proteins.11,12,51 We

used C-terminally mCherry-fused gB2DICD lacking an EC1 domain (gB2DEC1DICD-mCh) as a carrier
2 iScience 26, 107238, July 21, 2023
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Figure 1. Molecular design and characterization of Venus-inserted a4

(A) Schematic representation of full-length protocadherin-a4 (a4). a4 is drawn as serially repeated extracellular domains (EC domains), a transmembrane

region (TM), and a cytoplasmic region (Cyto). The insertion positions (amino acid position 1st and 363rd residues in themature form) of Venus and an initiation

position of an intracellular domain (ICD) are indicated by yellow and magenta arrowheads, respectively.

(B) Schematics of Venus-fused or -inserted a4DICD. DICD indicates deletion of an intracellular domain (ICD).

(C) Localization of Venus-inserted a4DICDs in HEK293T cells. HEK293T cells transiently expressing a4 constructs with mCherry-fused NLS (mCh-NLS) or

mCherry-fused protocadherin-gB2 lacking an ICD (gB2DICD-mCh) as a carrier protein were observed using a confocal microscope. Scale bar, 20 mm.
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Figure 1. Continued

Fluorescence profiles along the yellow lines from X to X0 are shown on the right. Relative fluorescence intensities of Venus and mCherry are represented

by green and magenta lines, respectively. In all conditions, 14 fields of view were observed from two independent experiments.

(D) Effect of Venus insertion on the adhesive function. K562 cells expressing the indicated a4 constructs with mCherry-fused gB2 lacking an EC1 domain and

an ICD (gB2DEC1DICD-mCh) were cultured and observed using a confocal microscope. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(E) The size of the formed cell aggregates was measured and compared. Results are presented as lower quartile (lower whisker), median (center line), and

upper quartile (upper whisker). Significant differences were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. p values are shown

in the graph. 30 cell aggregates were analyzed in each sample from three independent experiments.
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protein that cannot form a trans-dimer, but can function as a carrier protein to evaluate only the adhesive

function of a4 constructs.12 We were able to observe cell aggregates by co-expression of a4 constructs with

a carrier protein (Figure 1D). V-a4DICD and a4DICD-EC4-V tended to show slightly smaller cell aggregates

than a4DICD-V, although significant differences were not confirmed (Figure 1E). These results indicate that

the insertion of Venus into the EC1 and EC4 domains of a4 does not significantly affect the localization and

adhesive function of a4.

Development of separate type ddGFP-based a4 indicators (sIPADs)

By replacing Venus with ddGFP-A and ddFP-B in a4DICD-EC4-V and V-a4DICD, respectively, we

generated ddGFP-A-inserted a4DICD (a4DICD-EC4-GA) and ddFP-B-inserted a4DICD (B-a4DICD) (Fig-

ure 2A). We used two variants of ddFP-B with different affinities to ddGFP-A, ddFP-B1 and ddFP-B3

(Kd = 3 mM and 40 mM, respectively).45 The indicators consisting of the combinations of a4DICD-EC4-

GA/B1-a4DICD and a4DICD-EC4-GA/B3-a4DICD were designated sIPAD (separate type Indicator for

Protocadherin-Alpha 4 interaction upon Dimerization)-1 and sIPAD-3, respectively. To investigate the

detectability of sIPADs in a4 trans-interactions between cells, we co-cultured HEK293T cells expressing

only one of the sIPAD components. C-terminally EBFP2- and mCherry-fused gB2DEC1DICD

(gB2DEC1DICD-EB and gB2DEC1DICD-mCh) as carrier proteins were co-expressed with a4DICD-EC4-

GA and B-a4DICD, respectively. Fluorescence was observed at the cell adhesion sites between

EBFP2- and mCherry-positive cells, confirming the detection of a4 trans-interactions by sIPADs (Fig-

ure 2B). The fluorescence intensity was comparable between sIPAD-1 and sIPAD-3 (Figure 2C). It is

possible that heterodimerization between ddGFP-A and ddFP-B enhances the association of cell-cell in-

teractions. To address this possibility, we compared the adhesive function between Venus-inserted a4s

and sIPADs by a cell aggregation assay using K562 cells (Figure 2D). Although cell aggregates of sIPAD-1

were significantly smaller than those of Venus constructs and sIPAD-3, their differences were not so large

(Figure 2E). This result suggests that heterodimerization between ddGFP-A and ddFP-Bs does not

enhance cell-cell interactions.

Visualization of the a4 homophilic interactions

To investigate whether sIPADs visualize a4 homophilic interactions, we prepared ddGFP-based indicators

for protocadherin-a8 (a8), one of the closely related isoforms of a4. We firstly confirmed their homophilic

interactions using C-terminally Venus-fused a4DICD and a8DICD (a4DICD-V and a8DICD-V). Cell aggrega-

tion assay using K562 cells showed that a4DICD-V interacted with a4DICD-V, but not with a8DICD-V, and

vice versa (Figure S2A). We also investigated whether ddGFP constructs homophilically interact. Cells ex-

pressing the same Pcdha isoform formed cell aggregates with cells expressing the same Pcdha isoform,

but not with cells expressing the different Pcdha isoform (Figure S2B). Co-culture experiments using

HEK293T cells individually expressing sIPAD components showed that fluorescence was generated by

cell mixtures expressing the same Pcdha isoforms, but not different isoforms (Figures 3A and 3B). These

results suggest that sIPADs visualize a4 homophilic interactions.

Detectability of combinatorially expressed a4 interactions

A cell aggregation assay from a previous study showed that only cells expressing identical Pcdh isoforms

co-aggregated, whereas cells co-expressing different combinations of Pcdh isoforms did not co-aggre-

gate, even if they expressed the partially shared isoforms.12 We firstly confirmed whether K562 cells co-ex-

pressing a4DICD-V with different carrier proteins could co-aggregate. Cells co-expressing a4DICD-V with

C-terminally EBFP2-fused gB2DICD (gB2DICD-EB) co-aggregated with cells co-expressing a4DICD-V with

C-terminally mCherry-fused gB2DICD (gB2DICD-mCh), although they did not co-aggregate with cells co-

expressing a4DICD-V with C-terminally mCherry-fused gA3DICD (gA3DICD-mCh) (Figure S3A). Similar to

these results, cells co-expressing ddGFP-A-inserted a4DICD (a4DICD-EC4-GA) with gB2DICD-EB formed
4 iScience 26, 107238, July 21, 2023
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Figure 2. Design of ddGFP-based indicators for visualization of a4 trans-interactions

(A) Schematics of a4 interactions by sIPAD. a4 is represented by six serially repeated extracellular EC domains. ddGFP-A and ddFP-Bs are shown as green

and gray cylinders, respectively. Binding of a4DICD-EC4-GA to B-a4DICD causes ddGFP-A and ddFP-B to form a heterodimer, resulting in green

fluorescence.

(B) Fluorescence and DIC images of a4 trans-interactions between cells. HEK293T cells individually expressing sIPAD components, i.e., a4DICD-EC4-GA and

B-a4DICD (B1-a4DICD or B3-a4DICD), were co-cultured, and then observed using a confocal microscope. EBFP2- or mCherry-fused gB2DEC1DICD

(gB2DEC1DICD-EB and gB2DEC1DICD-mCh) were co-expressed with a4DICD-EC4-GA and B-a4DICD as carrier proteins. Scale bar, 20 mm. Fluorescence

profiles along the yellow lines from X to X0 are shown on the right. Relative fluorescence intensities of sIPAD, EBFP2, and mCherry are represented by green,

blue, and red lines, respectively.

(C) Fluorescence intensity of sIPAD at the cell adhesion sites was quantified and compared between sIPAD-1 and sIPAD-3. Results are presented as lower

quartile (lower whisker), median (center line), and upper quartile (upper whisker). A significant difference was analyzed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A p

value is shown in the graph. 148 (sIPAD-1) and 135 (sIPAD-3) cell adhesion sites from two independent experiments were analyzed.

(D) Effect of ddFPs insertion on the adhesive function. K562 cells transiently expressing the indicated constructs were co-cultured and observed using a

confocal microscope. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(E) The size of formed cell aggregates was measured and compared. Results are presented as lower quartile (lower whisker), median (center line), and upper

quartile (upper whisker). Significant differences were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. p values are shown in the

graph. 30 cell aggregates were analyzed in each sample from three independent experiments.
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Figure 3. Specificity of sIPAD

(A) Visualization of homophilic a4 interactions by sIPAD. HEK293T cells individually expressing ddFP-inserted a4DICD or a8DICD constructs with carrier

proteins were co-cultured in the indicated combination and observed using a confocal microscope. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(B) Fluorescence intensity of sIPAD at the cell adhesion sites was quantified and compared. Data are presented as lower quartile (lower whisker), median

(center line), and upper quartile (upper whisker). Significant differences were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. p

values are shown in the graphs. 140 (a4-GA/a4-B1), 78 (a8-GA/a8-B1), 76 (a4-GA/a8-B1), 83 (a8-GA/a4-B1), 87 (a4-GA/a4-B3), 71 (a8-GA/a8-B3), 45 (a4-GA/

a8-B3), and 63 (a8-GA/a4-B3) cell adhesion sites from two independent experiments were analyzed.

(C) Visualization of combinatorially expressed a4 interaction. HEK293T cells individually expressing sIPAD components with different carrier proteins (gB2 or

gA3) were co-cultured in the indicated combination and observed using a confocal microscope. Scale 10 mm.
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Figure 3. Continued

(D) Fluorescence intensity of sIPAD at the cell adhesion sites was quantified and compared. Data are presented as lower quartile (lower whisker), median

(center line), and upper quartile (upper whisker). Significant differences were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. p

values are shown in the graphs. 247 (GA_gB2/B1_gB2), 287 (GA_gA3/B1_gA3), 188 (GA_gB2/B1_gA3), 200 (GA_gA3/B1_gB2), 213 (GA_gB2/B3_gB2), 210

(GA_gA3/B3_gA3), 177 (GA_gB2/B3_gA3), and 212 (GA_gA3/B3_gB2) cell adhesion sites from three independent experiments were analyzed.
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co-aggregation with those co-expressing ddFP-B-inserted a4DICD (B-a4DICD) with gB2DICD-mCh, but

not gA3DICD-mCh (Figure S3B). We next examined the effect of combinatorial expression on sIPAD fluo-

rescence in HEK293T cells. When the same Pcdh isoforms (gB2 or gA3) were used as carrier proteins, sI-

PADs showed fluorescence. In contrast, fluorescence was dramatically decreased at the cell adhesion sites

formed by cells expressing different carrier proteins (Figures 3C and 3D). These results suggest that sIPADs

successfully reflect homophilic interactions of combinatorially expressed Pcdhs.

Comparison between sIPAD and split-GFP technique

To compare the relative performance between sIPADs and the split-GFP technique, we newly prepared a

split-GFP technique-based a4 indicator by replacing ddGFP-A and ddFP-B in sIPADs with the N-terminal

fragment (sfGFP1-7, sfGN) and the C-terminal fragment of superfolder GFP (sfGFP8-11, sfGC), respec-

tively.41,42 The split-GFP technique-based a4 indicator showed fluorescence at the cell adhesion sites

similar to sIPADs, and its fluorescence intensity was more than twice as high as that of sIPADs

(Figures 4A and 4B). Reconstitution of the split-GFP fragments is irreversible, thereby split-GFP-system

based a4 indicator is potentially unable to monitor the dissociation of cell-cell interactions. To evaluate

the relative dissociation property, we examined the effect of EGTA treatment on pre-formed cell-cell con-

tacts. We first co-cultured HEK293T cells individually expressing sIPADs or the split-GFP technique-based

a4 indicator components for 6 h, and then further cultured them in the presence or absence of 10mMEGTA

for 2 h. The fluorescence intensity of sIPADs was dramatically decreased by incubation with EGTA, while the

split-GFP technique-based a4 indicator showed signals regardless of EGTA treatment (Figures 4C and 4D).

This result shows that sIPADs successfully monitor the dissociation of a4 trans-interactions between cells

unlike the split-GFP technique-based a4 indicator.

Development and characterization of combined IPADs (cIPADs)

Crystal structures of Pcdh trans-dimers clearly indicate that Pcdh forms a trans-dimer with a head-to-tail

orientation unlike classical cadherins that form a head-to-head interacting interface.50 This head-to-tail in-

teracting interface allows the development of combined IPADs (cIPADs) (Figure 5A). Based on this idea, we

constructed a4 indicators that ddGFP-A and ddFP-B are inserted into a single a4molecule. We firstly inves-

tigated the adhesive function of cIPADs. Cell aggregation assay using K562 cells showed that both had an

adhesive function, although that of cIPAD-1 was lower than that of cIPAD-3 (Figures 5B and 5C). cIPADs

showed fluorescence at the cell adhesion sites in the presence of a carrier protein (gB2DEC1DICD-mCh),

although fluorescence was hardly observed at the cell adhesion sites when mCherry tagged with a nuclear

localization signal (mCh-NLS) was co-expressed (Figures 5D and 5E). It is possible that intramolecular het-

erodimerization of ddGFP or intermolecular heterodimerization of ddGFP between cIPADs on the same

membrane occurs through cell-cell contacts. To investigate this possibility, we performed a co-culture

experiment between cells expressing cIPADs and cells expressing a4DICD lacking a fluorescent protein

(a4DICD). C-terminally mCherry-fused and EBFP2-fused gB2DEC1DICD (gB2DEC1DICD-mCh and

gB2DEC1DICD-EB) were co-expressed with cIPAD and a4DICD as carrier proteins, respectively. If fluores-

cence is detected between EBFP2-positive and mCherry-positive cells (B-R), it indicates that cIPADs fluo-

resce with the previous possibility. On the other hand, if fluorescence is detected only between mCherry-

positive cells (R-R), the fluorescence of cIPADs would be solely due to a4 trans-interactions. a4DICD-V

showed fluorescence not only at R-R (Figure 5G, open arrowheads), but also at B-R (Figure 5G, closed ar-

rowheads). In contrast, cIPADs fluorescence was observed at R-R (Figure 5G, open arrowheads), but not at

B-R (Figure 5G, closed arrowheads). While a4DICD-V showed a low contrast of Venus signals between R-R

and B-R (1.54), those of cIPAD-1 and -3 signals between R-R and B-R were high (7.42 and 14.9, respectively)

(Figure 5H). These results indicate that cIPADs predominantly visualize a4 trans-interactions.

a4 trans-interactions in neurons visualized by IPAD

We examined the detectability of IPADs in neurons. We individually expressed full-length sIPAD-3 compo-

nents with gB2DEC1DICD-EB or gB2DEC1DICD-mCh in dissociated hippocampal neurons and co-cultured

them. sIPAD fluorescence was detected at the contact sites of neuronal processes (Figures 6A and S4A).
iScience 26, 107238, July 21, 2023 7
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Figure 4. Comparison between sIPAD and split-GFP technique

(A) Comparison of brightness between sIPAD and split-GFP technique. HEK293T cells individually expressing the

indicated components with carrier proteins were co-cultured and observed using a confocal microscope. Scale bar,

10 mm.

(B) Fluorescence intensity of the indicators at the cell adhesion sites was quantified. Data are presented as lower quartile

(lower whisker), median (center line), and upper quartile (upper whisker). Significant differences were analyzed by Kruskal-

Wallis test, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. p values are shown in the graph. 107 (sIPAD-1), 106 (sIPAD-3),

and 79 (split-GFP) cell adhesion sites from three independent experiments were analyzed.

(C) Comparison of reversibility between sIPAD and split-GFP. HEK293T cells individually expressing the indicated

components with carrier proteins were co-cultured for 6 h, and then co-cultured in the presence or absence of 10 mM

EGTA for further 2 h. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(D) Fluorescence intensity of the indicators at the cell-cell contact sites in the presence or absence of 10 mM EGTA was

quantified and normalized by the mean values in the absence of 10 mM EGTA. Data are presented as relative mean

values G SD. Significant differences were analyzed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. p values are shown in the graphs. 94

(-EGTA, sIPAD-1), 84 (+EGTA, sIPAD-1), 78 (-EGTA, sIPAD-3), 69 (+EGTA, sIPAD-3), 63 (-EGTA, split-GFP), 54 (+EGTA,

split-GFP) cell–cell contact sites from three independent experiments were analyzed.
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The signal was specifically detected between neuronal processes of an a4-EC4-GA-expressing neuron and

a B3-a4-expressing neuron. In contrast, a process of an a4-EC4-GA-expressing neuron that was not in con-

tact with a B3-a4-expressing neuron showed little fluorescence (Figures 6B and S4B). sIPAD-1 was also able

to visualize a4 trans-interactions between processes (Figure S5).

We next applied cIPADs to neurons. cIPADs could potentially visualize process-process interactions derived

from the same neurons. As expected, cIPAD-3 fluorescence was detected at process-process contact regions

on the same neuron, but not at free processes. (Figures 6C, 6D, and S6). a4 trans-interactions on processes

between different neurons were also visualized by cIPAD-3 (Figure S7). Similar to cIPAD-3, cIPAD-1 visualized

a4 trans-interactions at process-process contact regions on the same cell (Figure S8). We finally examined the

dynamics of a4 trans-interactions between processes from the same neuron. We observed dissociated hip-

pocampal neurons expressing cIPAD-3 (Figure 6E). Time-lapse imaging of a4 trans-interactions visualized

by cIPAD-3 on processes at the white square region in Figure 6E was performed. We successfully observed

the formation of a4 trans-interactions after process-process contact and its disruption after dissociation of

process-process contact (Figure 6F). These results suggest that IPADs are applicable to neurons and can

monitor the formation and disruption of a4 trans-interactions.

DISCUSSION

Here, we developed ddGFP-based indicators for visualization of a4 trans-interactions by inserting

ddGFP-A and ddFP-B into a4. We used ddFP-B1 and ddFP-B3 to prepare ddFP-B-inserted a4. The Kd of

ddFP-B1 and ddFP-B3 to ddGFP-A is approximately 3 mM and 40 mM, respectively.45 On the other hand,

the Kd of a trans-dimer formed by a4 EC1-EC4 domains is approximately 38 nM.50 Since the affinity of

a4 trans-interactions is much higher than that of ddGFP-AB1 and ddGFP-AB3, both do not appear to

have a significant effect on a4 trans-interactions. The fluorescence intensity of sIPAD-1 and sIPAD-3 was

comparable (Figure 2C). However, sIPAD-1 had fluorescence, although significantly lower, in a co-culture

experiment using different carrier proteins (Figures 3C and 3D) and in an EGTA-treated experiment

(Figures 4C and 4D). These results suggest that sIPAD-1 may give rise to a background signal even under

conditions where a4 does not form trans-interactions. In contrast, the same situation for sIPAD-1 was not

confirmed for sIPAD-3. Therefore, it is possible that IPAD-3 is more suitable than IPAD-1 for accurate visu-

alization of a4 trans-interactions.

To investigate the specificity of sIPADs, an a8 indicator was generated based on the same procedure used to

develop sIPADs. The a8 indicator was able to detect a8 trans-interactions in HEK293T cells, but its fluorescence

was significantly lower than that of sIPADs (Figures 3A and 3B). In addition, cell aggregation assay using K562

cells showed that ddGFP-inserteda8 tended to result inmuch smaller cell aggregation thanC-terminally Venus-

fused a8 (Figures S2A and S2B). One possible reason for these results is that the insertion of ddGFP into a8may

have reduced adhesive functions and localization to the plasmamembrane.While it is possible to develop other

Pcdhs indicators by inserting ddGFP into the corresponding sites, as ina8, it would be necessary to optimize the

insertion sites according to each Pcdh isoform to solve the previous problems.

Unlike IPAD, the split-GFP technique-based a4 indicator is irreversible and therefore cannot monitor

the dissociation of cell-cell interactions. However, the indicator also has the following advantages. The
iScience 26, 107238, July 21, 2023 9
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Figure 5. Evaluation of cIPAD

(A) Schematics of a4 trans-interactions visualized by cIPAD.

(B) Adhesive function of cIPAD. K562 cells expressing cIPAD with gB2DEC1DICD-mCh as a carrier protein were cultured and observed using a confocal

microscope. Scale bar, 40 mm.

(C) The size of the formed cell aggregates was measured and compared. Results are presented as lower quartile (lower whisker), median (center line), and

upper quartile (upper whisker). A significant difference was analyzed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A p value is shown in the graph. 30 cell aggregates were

analyzed in each sample from three independent experiments.

(D) Visualization of a4 trans-interactions between cells by cIPAD. HEK293T cells expressing cIPAD with mCherry-fused NLS (mCh-NLS) or gB2DEC1DICD-

mCh were observed. Scale 10 mm. Fluorescence profiles along the yellow lines from X to X0 are shown at the bottom. Relative fluorescence intensities of

cIPAD and mCherry are represented by green and magenta lines, respectively. (E) Fluorescence intensity of cIPAD at the cell adhesion sites was quantified.

Significant differences were analyzed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. p values are shown in the graphs. 65 (+mCh-NLS, cIPAD-1), 144 (+gB2DEC1DICD-mCh,

cIPAD-1), 99 (+mCh-NLS, cIPAD-3), and 126 (+gB2DEC1DICD-mCh, cIPAD-3) cell adhesion sites from two independent experiments were analyzed.

(F) Schematic representation of the co-culture experiment between cells expressing cIPAD and cells expressing a4DICD, not cIPAD.

(G) HEK293T cells expressing the indicated constructs were co-cultured and observed using a confocal microscope. Cell adhesion sites between red cells

and between blue cells and red cells are described as R-R and B-R, respectively. Closed and open arrowheads indicate cell adhesion sites between mCherry-

positive cells/EBFP2-positive cells (B-R) and mCherry-positive cells (R-R), respectively. Scale bar, 10 mm. (H) Fluorescence intensity of Venus and cIPAD at R-R

and B-R cell adhesion sites were quantified and normalized by the mean values of R-R cell adhesion sites. Data are presented as relative mean valuesG SD.

84 (R-R, Venus), 60 (B-R, Venus), 104 (R-R, cIPAD-1), 55 (B-R, cIPAD-1), 132 (R-R, cIPAD-3), and 107 (B-R, cIPAD-3) cell adhesion sites from three independent

experiments were analyzed.
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split-GFP technique-based a4 indicator was more than twice as bright as IPAD (Figures 4A and 4B),

which will be able to provide a higher signal-to-background ratio. The fact that fluorescence is main-

tained after EGTA treatment suggests that transient a4 interactions can be recorded as a history

(Figures 4C and 4D). In addition, although not addressed by ddGFP, the split-GFP technique is resistant

to fixation and immunostaining.39 Therefore, IPAD and the split-GFP-based a4 indicator can be used for

different purposes.

Time-lapse imaging of neurons expressing cIPAD-3 showed that as the processes moved away from

each other, the signal was pulled to one of the processes while maintaining its fluorescence, and the

fluorescence disappeared after a while (Figure 6F). If the tension between the processes pulls the a4

trans-interaction interfaces apart, as it is well illustrated in schematic diagrams, then cIPAD-3 fluores-

cence should gradually fade as the processes move apart. There are several possibilities that our

observational result did not follow this scheme. For example, as Notch receptors are cleaved by a dis-

integrin and metalloproteinases (ADAMs) due to mechanical forces associated with cell-cell contacts,52

a4, which is also a substrate of ADAMs,53,54 may be cleaved by ADAMs, driven by tensions across pro-

cesses. Alternatively, the a4 trans-interacting complex may be unilaterally transferred to one process by a

mechanism similar to trogocytosis, a phenomenon observed in immune cells in which receptors are

transferred with the membrane from one cell to the other cell upon cell-cell contacts.55 Or, it may simply

be an artifact of cIPAD. A multifaceted approach is needed to clarify how Pcdhs dissociate at the molec-

ular level.

While Pcdhs have been shown to be required for the dendritic self-avoidance in Purkinje cells and starburst

amacrine cells,15–17 it has not been implicated in the self-avoidance in hippocampal neurons. Since we were

able to observe static a4 trans-interactions by cIPAD, a4 may not be involved in the self-avoidance

response of hippocampal neurons (Figures 6C, S6, and S8).

Recently, the detailed process of the dendritic self-avoidance in starburst amacrine cells has been visual-

ized using sophisticated sample preparation and time-lapse imaging.56,57 Since Pcdha has been reported

to be cooperatively involved with Pcdhg in the dendritic self-avoidance of starburst amacrine cells,17 we

expect that the combination of cIPAD with the previous sophisticated methods may provide spatiotem-

poral information on a4 trans-interactions in the self-avoidance of starburst amacrine cells in the future.

In addition, it is necessary to approach the significance in homophilic interactions of Pcdh by confirming

biological functions using IPADs as future effort.
Limitations of the study

We previously reported that ddGFP-based N-cadherin indicators, namely INCIDERs, showed slow decay

kinetics upon EGTA treatment, compared to an FRET-based N-cadherin indicator.43 Since IPADs also

use ddGFP, IPADs may show slow decay kinetics upon EGTA treatment.
iScience 26, 107238, July 21, 2023 11
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Figure 6. Visualization of a4 trans-interactions in neurons

(A) Fluorescence images of a4 trans-interactions in neurons by sIPAD-3. Dissociated hippocampal neurons individually expressing full-length sIPAD-3

components (a4-EC4-GA and B3-a4) were co-cultured and observed using a confocal microscope. gB2DEC1DICD-mCh and gB2DEC1DICD-EB were co-

expressed with a4-EC4-GA and B3-a4 as carrier proteins, respectively. iRFP670 was co-expressed to visualize cell morphology. Scale bar, 20 mm (upper), 5 mm

(lower). Nine fields of view were observed from four independent experiments.

(B) Fluorescence intensities along the white lines across a neuronal process of an a4-EC4-GA-expressing neuron with (from A to A0) or without (from B to B0) a
B3-a4-expressing neuron. Relative fluorescence intensities of sIPAD, mCherry, and EBFP2 are indicated by green, red, and blue lines, respectively.

(C) Fluorescence images of a4 trans-interactions between processes from a single neuron by cIPAD-3. Dissociated hippocampal neurons expressing cIPAD-

3 were observed using a confocal microscope. gB2DEC1DICD-mCh was co-expressed with cIPAD-3 as a carrier protein. iRFP670 was co-expressed to

visualize cell morphology. Scale bar, 20 mm (upper), 5 mm (lower). 25 fields of view were observed from nine independent experiments.

(D) Fluorescence intensities along the white lines across a process of a cIPAD-3- expressing neuron with (fromA to A0) or without (from B to B0) a process of the
same neuron. Relative fluorescence intensities of cIPAD and iRFP670 are represented by green and magenta lines, respectively.

(E) Dynamics of a4 trans-interactions between processes derived from a single neuron. Dissociated hippocampal neurons expressing cIPAD-3 were

observed using a confocal microscope. gB2DEC1DICD-mCh was co-expressed with cIPAD-3 as a carrier protein. iRFP670 was co-expressed to visualize cell

morphology. Scale bar, 40 mm. Five neurons were observed from five independent experiments.

(F) Time-lapse images of a cIPAD-3-expressing neuron in a white square region in Figure 6E. Fluorescence images were acquired every 10 min. Scale bar,

5 mm.
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IPADs are assumed to function not only as fluorescent indicators, but also as a4. Therefore, it is important to

keep in mind that overexpression of IPADs may interfere with endogenous Pcdh functions or disturb the

link between Pcdh and intracellular signaling.

Since sIPADs consist of two components, they must be separately introduced into individual cells. In addi-

tion, sIPADs seem to be unable to visualize a4 trans-interactions between processes originating from the

same neurons. In contrast, cIPADs can visualize a4 trans-interactions between processes originating from

the same neurons. However, cIPADs also visualize a4 trans-interactions between different neurons. cIPADs

are unable to distinguish process-process interactions from different neurons or from the same neurons

under conditions where neurons expressing cIPADs are close to each other. To clearly visualize a4 trans-

interactions between processes originating from the same cells, cIPADs should be sparsely introduced

into neurons.

The coding sequence size of full-length sIPADs components and full-length cIPADs is approximately 3.6 kb

and 4.3 kb, respectively. It is possible that their large size may affect the efficiency of gene delivery, such as

adeno-associated virus (AAV) methods.

The advantages and limitations of ddGFP-based indicators, including IPADs, compared to indicators

based on other techniques are summarized in Table S1.
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Bacterial and virus strains

Escherichia coli strain XL10-Gold Agilent Technologies Cat#200314

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

NheI Takara Cat#1241A

BsrGI New England Biolabs Cat#R0575S

AgeI Nippon Gene Cat#313-02561

BglII Takara Cat#1021A

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium Sigma-Aldrich Cat#D6046

Fetal bovine serum Biowest N/A

Fetal bovine serum ThermoFisher Scientific N/A

Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#12440053

Polyethylenimine ‘‘MAX’’ Cosmo Bio Cat#24765-1

Neuron Dissociation Solutions Wako Cat#291-78001

Minimum essential media ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#11090-081

FluoroBrite DMEM ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#A1896701
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GlutaMAX ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#35050061
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Recombinant DNA
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pCX:a4-EC4-GA This paper N/A

pCX:B1-a4DICD This paper N/A

pCX:B1-a4 This paper N/A

pCX:B3-a4DICD This paper N/A

pCX:B1-a4 This paper N/A

pCX:gB2DICD-mCh This paper N/A
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pCX:B1-a8DICD This paper N/A
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pCX:gA3DICD-mCh This paper N/A

pCX:gA3DICD-EB This paper N/A

pCX:a4DICD-EC4-sfGN This paper N/A

pCX:sfGC-a4DICD This paper N/A

pCX:cIPAD-1 (DICD) This paper N/A

pCX:cIPAD-1 (full length) This paper N/A

pCX:cIPAD-3 (DICD) This paper N/A

pCX:cIPAD-3 (full length) This paper N/A

pCAGGS1:mCh-NLS Kanadome et al.,43 N/A

pCX:iRFP670 This paper N/A

pCX:gB2DICD-V Kanadome et al.,49 N/A

pCX:a4gB2EC6DICD-V This paper N/A
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pCX:a4gB2EC6DICD-EC5-V This paper N/A

pCX:V-a4gB2EC6DICD This paper N/A

pCX:a4gB2EC6DICD-EC4-V This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism9 GraphPad Software, Inc. https://www.graphpad.com/; RRID:SCR_002798

ImageJ (FIJI) Schneider et al.,58 https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; RRID:SCR_002285
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Takashi Kanadome (tk4@sanken.osaka-u.ac.jp).
Materials availability

Plasmids generated in this study are available from the authors on reasonable request.

Data and code availability

d Data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required for data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact

upon reasonable request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cell culture and plasmid transfection

HEK293T cells (RIKEN BRC) were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Sigma-

Aldrich) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS, Biowest) at 37�C in humidified air containing

5% CO2. K562 (RIKEN BRC) cells were maintained in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM, Thermo

Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS.
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HEK293T cells were transfected using polyethylenimine MAX (Cosmo Bio). K562 cells were electroporated

using an electroporator (NEPA21: NEPAGENE) with the following conditions: 1 3 106 dissociated cells,

10 mg of plasmid, porting pulse (275 V, 1ms pulse length, 50ms interval, twice, 10% decay rate), and transfer

pulse (20 V, 50 ms pulse length, 50 ms interval, 5 times, 40% decay rate).

For primary culture of hippocampal neurons, hippocampi were collected from E18 embryos (C57/B6J) and

were digested with Neuron Dissociation Solutions (Wako) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Min-

imum essential Media (MEM, ThermoFisher Scientific) or FluoroBrite DMEM (ThermoFisher Scientific)

were supplemented with 5.5% FBS (ThermoFisher Scientific), 2% B27 supplement (ThermoFisher Scientific),

1 mM GlutaMAX (ThermoFisher Scientific), 100 units/mL Penicillin-100 mg/mL streptomycin (ThermoFisher

Scientific), and 10 mM HEPES (1 M) (Gibco). The dissociated cells were washed in a MEM-based medium.

The cells were then electroporated using an Amaxa 4D-Nucleofector (Lonza). The transfected cells were

suspended in a MEM-based medium and plated on a poly L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich) treated CELLview glass

bottom dish (Advanced TC, 4-compartments) (Greiner). After 2 h, the medium was replaced with the

FluoroBrite DMEM-based medium. The following day, 5 mM cytosine b-D-arabinofuranoside hydrochlo-

ride (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to a final concentration of 5 nM. The cells were incubated at 37�C in humid-

ified air containing 5% CO2, without any medium changes.
Animals

Animal experimentation was performed according to the Institutional Guidelines on Animal Experimenta-

tion at Osaka University (approval number: FBS-22-008).
METHODS DETAILS

Plasmid construction

All expression plasmids were subcloned into a pCX vector. Monomeric Venus (A206K) was used for the

following constructions and will be referred to as Venus. The amino acid positions of a4 are described in

the immature form in this section. To generate full-length V-a4 and a4-EC4-V, we inserted Venus flanked

by NheI sites at amino acid position 29 between a prodomain and an EC1 domain, and at amino acid po-

sition 393 in an EC4 domain of a4 tagged with the HA tag, respectively by overlapping PCR. a4DICD con-

structs were created by deletion of ICD (745–947 amino acids). sIPAD (-1 or -3) without ICD, a4DICD-EC4-

GA and B (1 or 3)-a4DICD were generated by insertion of ddGFP-A and ddFP-B (1 or 3) flanked by NheI sites

into a4DICD-EC4-V and V-a4DICD, respectively. Split-GFP constructs, a4DICD-EC4-sfGN and sfGC-

a4DICD, were constructed by inserting an N-terminus of superfolder GFP (1-159 amino acids) and a

C-terminus of superfolder GFP (160-238 amino acids) into a4DICD-EC4-GA and B1-a4DICD that ddFPs

were excised by NheI, respectively. cIPAD (-1 or -3) lacking an ICD were constructed by inserting a product

obtained by digestion of a4DICD-EC4-GA with BsrGI into B (1 or 3)-a4DICD. Full-length cIPAD (-1 or -3)

were prepared by inserting an ICD obtained by digestion of full-length a4 with AgeI and BglII into AgeI-

and BglII-digested sIPAD (-1 or -3).
Cell imaging

HEK293T cells grown on glass-bottomed dishes coated with Cellmatrix Type I-C (Nitta gelatin) were tran-

siently transfected with expression plasmids and incubated overnight. Before imaging, the medium was

replaced with phenol red-free DMEM/F12 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Fluorescence and DIC images were

acquired using an Olympus FV-1000 laser scanning confocal microscope with an IX81 microscope equip-

ped with a x60, 1.35 numerical aperture (NA) oil-immersion objective lens (UPLSAPO60XO) (Olympus).

The excitation wavelengths for EBFP2, IPAD, Venus, mCherry, and miRFP670 were 405, 488, 488, 543,

and 633 nm, respectively. For co-culture experiments, HEK293T cells were individually transfected with

expression plasmids and incubated overnight. The cells were detached from the dishes using trypsin-

EDTA (0.25%) and phenol red (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and mixed in 10% FBS/DMEM. Imaging was per-

formed after 24 h. For co-culture experiments to compare between IPAD and split-GFP (Figure 4), HEK293T

cells were individually transfected with expression plasmids and cultured for 24 h. The cells were then

washed with PBS containing 1 mM EDTA and mixed in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 supplemented with

10% FBS and 100 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were co-cultured in a

15-mL conical tube under slow rotation at room temperature for 8 h and seeded onto a glass-bottomed

dish coated with 0.1% (w/v) polyethylenimine (P3143, Sigma-Aldrich).
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Primary cultures of hippocampal neurons were observed at days in vitro (DIV) 2–7. Fluorescence and DIC

images were acquired using an LSM780 laser scanning confocal microscope with a x40, 1.4 NA oil-immer-

sion objective lens (Plan-Apochromat 40x/1.4 Oil DIC M27) (Zeiss). The excitation wavelengths for EBFP2,

IPAD, mCherry, and iRFP670 were 405, 488, 561, and 633 nm, respectively.
Cell aggregation assay

Cell aggregation assay using K562 cells was performed as described previously.43 Transfected K562 cells

were cultured in IMDM, no phenol red (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% FBS and

100 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin under rotation at 30 rpm overnight at 37�C in humidified air containing

5% CO2. Before imaging, cells were transferred by decantation to glass-bottomed dishes coated with 0.1%

(w/v) polyethylenimine (P3143, Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated for 1 h at 37�C in humidified air containing

5% CO2.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 9 (GraphPad Software, Inc.). Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test was performed for analyses in Figures 2C, 4D, 5C, and 5E. Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by

Dunn’s multiple comparison test was performed for analyses in Figures 1E, 2E, 3B, 3D, and 4B p

values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Data in Figures 1E, 2C, 2E, 3B, 3D, 4B, 5C, and 5E

are shown as lower quartile (lower whisker), median (center line), and upper quartile (upper whisker).

Data in Figures 4D and 5H are shown as mean G SD. Sample sizes are listed in the Figure legends for

each experiment. Reproducibility was confirmed by at least two independent experiments.
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